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Abstract

In this paper we focus on the problem of designing very fast parallel algorithms for the convex hull and the vector maxima
problems in three dimensions that are output-size sensitive. Our algorithms achieve Oðloglog2nlog hÞ parallel time and optimal
Oðn log hÞ work with high probability in the CRCW PRAM where n and h are the input and output size, respectively. These bounds
are independent of the input distribution and are faster than the previously known algorithms. We also present an optimal speed-up
(with respect to the input size only) sublogarithmic time algorithm that uses superlinear number of processors for vector maxima in
three dimensions.

1. Introduction

The study of algorithms is mainly concerned with
developing algorithms for well-defined problems that
are close to the best-possible (for the problem at hand).
The most common measure of the performance of an
algorithm is related to the running time of the
algorithm. For any non-trivial problem, the running
time of an algorithm increases monotonically with the
size of the input. Hence the efficiency of an algorithm is
usually measured as a function of the input-size.
However, for many geometric problems, additional
parameters like the size of the output capture the
complexity of the problem more accurately enabling us
to design superior algorithms. Algorithms whose run-
ning times are sensitive to the output-size have been
actively pursued for problems like convex hulls
[Cha95,CM92,CS89,Mat92,Sei86].

1. 1. Parallel output-size sensitive algorithms

The primary objective of designing parallel algorithms
is to obtain very fast running time while keeping
the total work (the processor-time product) close to
the best sequential algorithms. Problems for which
output-size sensitive algorithms are known, it becomes
especially important to have similar parallel algorithms.
Unless we design parallel algorithms that are output-
sensitive, the corresponding (output-sensitive) sequential
may be faster for many instances. (We will often use the
shorter term output-sensitive instead of output-size
sensitive.)

The task of designing output-size sensitive algorithms
on parallel machines is even more challenging than
their sequential counterparts. Not only is the output-size
an unknown parameter, we also have to rapidly
eliminate input points that do not contribute to
the final output without incurring a high cost. The
divide-and-conquer method is not directly effective
as it cannot divide the output evenly—in fact
herein lies the crux of the difficulty in designing
'fast' output-sensitive algorithms. By 'fast' we imply
OðloghÞ or something very close, where h is the
output size. The sequential output-size sensitive
algorithms often use techniques like gift wrapping
or incremental construction which are inherently
sequential.
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1.2. Parallel algorithms and model

The parallel random access machine (PRAM)
has been the most popular model for designing
algorithms because of its close relationship with
the sequential models. For example if SðnÞ is the
best-known sequential time complexity for the input
size n then we aim for a parallel algorithm with
PðnÞ processors and TðnÞ running time so as to mini-
mize TðnÞ subject to keeping the product P(n) • TðnÞ
close to OðSðnÞÞ: A parallel algorithm that actually
does total work OðSðnÞÞ is called a work optimal
algorithm. Simultaneously, if one can also match the
time lower bound then the algorithm is the best possible
(theoretically).

The fastest possible time bound clearly depends on
the parallel machine model. For example, in the case of
concurrent read exclusive write (CREW) PRAM model,
the convex hull cannot be constructed faster than
OðlognÞ time, because of an OðlognÞ bound for
computing the maximum (minimum). Note that this
bound is independent of the output-size. However, this
bound is not applicable to the CRCW model. For
parallel algebraic decision tree model, Sen [Sen97] has
obtained a trade-off between the number of processors
and possible speed-up for a wide range of problems in
computational geometry. For convex hulls, the follow-
ing is known.

Lemma 1.1 (Sen [Sen97]). Any randomized algorithm in
the parallel bounded degree decision tree model for
constructing convex hull of n points and output-size h;

has a parallel time-bound of Oðlogh=logkÞ using kn
processors, k41; in the worst case.

In other words, for super-linear number of processors, a
proportional speed-up is not achievable and hence these
parallel algorithms cannot be considered efficient. The
best or the ultimate that one can hope for under the
circumstances is an algorithm that achieves OðloghÞ
time using n processors.

Our algorithms are designed for the CRCW
PRAM model. Although we always work in a
Euclidean space Ed we are mainly interested in the
combinatorial complexity of the algorithm. We
pretend that a single memory location can hold a
real number and a processor can perform an
arithmetic operation involving real numbers in a single
step. In reality there may be numerical errors due to
finite word lengths that we ignore. This is a non-trivial
issue and deserves a separate treatment. This model is
consistent with the model that is used for sequential
computational geometry, called 'Real’-RAM. For our
randomized algorithms, we further assume that proces-
sors have access to OðlognÞ random bits in constant
time.

1.3. Convex hulls

Convex polygons are very important objects in
computational geometry, and in a large number of
cases give rise to very efficient algorithms because of
their nice property, namely convexity.

Definition 1.1. Given a set S = fp1;p2 ;y;png of n
points in Ed (the Euclidean d-dimensional space), the
convex hull of S is the smallest convex polytope
containing all the points of S: The convex hull problem
is to determine the ordered list CHðSÞ of the points of S
defining the boundary of the convex hull of S.

In two dimensions, the 'ordering' in the output is
simply the clockwise (or counter-clockwise) ordering of
the vertices of the hull. In three dimensions it can be the
cyclic ordering of the hull edges around each hull vertex.

The problem of constructing convex hulls has
attracted a great deal of attention from the inception
of computational geometry. In three dimensions, Pre-
parata and Hong [PH77], described the first OðnlognÞ
time algorithm. Clarkson and Shor [CS89] presented the
first (randomized) optimal output-sensitive algorithm
which ran in Oðn log hÞ expected time, where h is the
number of hull vertices. Their algorithm was subse-
quently derandomized optimally by Chazelle and
Matousek [CM92]. Chan [Cha95] presented a very
elegant approach for output-sensitive construction of
convex hulls using ray shooting that achieve optimal
YðnloghÞ running times for dimensions two and three.
In higher dimensions, the quest is still on to design
optimal output-sensitive algorithms. Recently, Chan
[Cha95] designed an output-sensitive algorithm for
convex hulls in d dimensions which runs in
OðnlogOð1Þh þ hId=2mÞ time. Seidel [Sei86] computes F
faces of the convex hull of n points in a fixed dimension
d in Oðn2 þ F log nÞ time. This can be slightly improved
to 0(n 2~ ( 2 / ( L d / 2 J + 1 ) ) + s+i ; ' logn) , for any fixed e>0,
using a technique of Matousek [Mat92]. In a recent
paper, Amato and Ramos [AR96] have shown that the
convex hull of n points in Rdþ1

 ; 2pdp4; can be
computed in Oððn þ FÞ log^ 1 FÞ time.

In the context of parallel algorithms, for convex hulls
in three dimensions (3-D hulls) Chow [Cho80] described
an Oðlog3 nÞ time algorithm using n CREW processors.
An Oðlog2 n log* nÞ time algorithm using n processors
was obtained by Dadoun and Kirkpatrick [DK89] and
an Oðlog2 nÞ time algorithm was designed by Amato and
Preparata [AP92]. Reif and Sen [RS92] presented an
OðlognÞ time and OðnlognÞ work randomized algo-
rithm which was the first-known worst-case optimal
algorithm for three-dimensional hulls in the CREW
model. Their algorithm deals with the dual equivalent of
the convex hull problem namely the intersection of half-
spaces in three dimensions. The algorithm works on a
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divide-and-conquer approach. It works in OðlognÞ
phases pruning away the redundant half-spaces
and keeping the work to linear in each phase. This
algorithm was derandomized by Goodrich
[Goo93] who obtained an <9(log n) time, OðnlognÞ
work method for the EREW PRAM. In the context
of output-size sensitive algorithm, one faces the problem
of dividing the output points evenly so that one
can finish in OðloghÞ phases, keeping the work linear
in each phase, especially when the output-size is not
known. In [GS97], the authors have shown that the
convex hulls in two dimensions can be constructed in
Oðlog log n log hÞ time with optimal work with high
probability. In three dimensions, Goodrich and Ghouse
[GG91] described an Oðlog2nÞ expected time,
Oðminfnlog2h;nlogngÞ work method, which is out-
put-sensitive but not work-optimal. More recently,
Amato et al. [AGR94] gave a deterministic Oðlog3 nÞ
time, Oðn log hÞ work algorithm for convex hulls in R3

on the EREW PRAM.

In higher dimensions, Amato et al. [AGR94] have
shown that the convex hull of n points in Rd can be
constructed in OðlognÞ time with Oðnlogn þ nId=2mÞ
work with high probability and in OðlognÞ time with
<9(KLrf/2J logc(r^/21-Lrf/2J)K) w o r k deterministically,
where c 4 0 is a constant.

In this paper, we present a randomized algorithm for
the convex hulls in three dimensions that is faster for all
output-sizes while maintaining the optimal output-
sensitive work bound. The algorithm exploits an
observation of Clarkson and Shor [CS89], namely, that
of iterative pruning of non-extreme points. We also
make use of a number of sophisticated techniques like
bootstrapping and super-linear processors parallel algo-
rithms for convex hulls [Sen97] combined with a very
fine-tuned analysis.

1.4. Vector maxima

Let T be a set of vectors in Rd
: The partial order pM

is defined for two vectors x = ðx1;x2; y;xdÞ and y =
ðy1;y2; y;ydÞ as follows: XPMY (X is dominated by y) if
and only if xipyi for all 1pipd:

Definition 1.2. A vector v A T is said to be maximal if it is
not dominated by any other vector wAT: The problem
of maximal vectors is to determine all maximal vectors
in a given set of input vectors.

Relatively little work has been done in the context
of parallel algorithms for the vector maxima
problem. Efficient sequential algorithms are known
for two and three dimensions (the OðnlognÞ—time
algorithm is worst case optimal). However, for
hAoðlognÞ (h is the number of vertices on the hull)
a better (OðnhÞ time) algorithm can be easily obtained

in two dimensions by finding the point with maxi-
mum y coordinate, deleting all the points dominated
by it and repeating on the reduced problem.
This algorithm takes linear time for constant h:

Kirkpatrick and Seidel presented an OðnloghÞ time
algorithm and showed that the bound is tight
with respect to the input and the output sizes [KS86].
In the context of parallel algorithms for two dimen-
sions, an OðlognÞ time optimal algorithm can be
obtained easily by using any of the ðn; log nÞ algorithm
for sorting followed by a straight forward divide-
and-conquer. The best-known result for three-
dimensional maxima is OðlognÞ time and OðnlognÞ
operations due to Atallah et al. [ACG89] in which
they have used parallel merging techniques. Using
the techniques of [GS97] an Oðlog log n log hÞ
time, optimal work algorithm can be obtained
for vector maxima in two dimensions also. We
present an algorithm for vector maxima in three
dimensions.

1.5. Our results

Our algorithms are randomized and always provide
correct output and the bounds (running time) hold with
high probability independent of the input distribution.
Such algorithms are often referred to as Las Vegas
algorithms. The term high probability implies prob-
ability exceeding 1 — 1=nc for any predetermined con-
stant c where n is the input-size. We will use the notation
O instead of O to denote that the bound holds with high
probability.

Our algorithms achieve Oðlog log n log hÞ time with
optimal OðnloghÞ work with high probability. This is
one of the first non-trivial applications of super-linear
processor algorithms in computational geometry to
obtain speed-up for a situation where initially there is
no processor advantage. Our work establishes a close
connection between fast output-sensitive parallel algo-
rithms and super-linear processor algorithms. Conse-
quently, our algorithms become increasingly faster than
the previous algorithms as the output size decreases. We
are not aware of any previous work where the parallel
algorithms speed-up optimally with the output size in
the sublogarithmic time domain.

We also present an optimal speed-up (with respect to
the input size only) sublogarithmic time algorithm that
uses super-linear number of processors for vector
maxima in three dimensions.

2. Some known useful results

Definition 2.1. For all n; mAN and lX1; the m-color
semi-sorting problem of size n and with slack l is defined
as follows: Given n integers (colors) x1;y;xn in the
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range 0; ym; compute n non-negative integers y1 ;y;yn

(the placement of xi) such that:

(1) All the xi of the same color are placed in contiguous
locations (not necessarily consecutive).

(2) maxfyj :

Definition 2.2. For all nAN interval allocation
problem is defined as follows: Given n non-negative
integers x1;y;xn; compute n non-negative integers
y1 ;y;yn (the starting addresses of intervals of sizes xi)
such that:

(1) For all i;j; the block of size xi starting at yi does not
overlap with the block of size xj starting at yj:

(2) maxfyj :

Definition 2.3. Given n elements, of which only d are
active, the problem of approximate compaction is to find
the placement for the active elements in an array of size
0{d).

Lemma 2.1 (Bast and Hager up [BH93]). There is a
constant e 4 0 such that for all given n;kAN; n-color semi-
sorting problem of size n and with slack Oðlogðk Þ nÞ can
be solved on a CRCW PRAM in OðkÞ time, using
Oðn logðk Þ nÞ processors and Oðn logðk Þ nÞ space with
probability at least 1 — 2 "': Alternatively, it can be done
in O(t) steps, t^log* n using n=tprocessors.

The problems of interval allocation and approximate
compaction can also be solved in the same bounds.

Definition 2.4. Given n input keys in an array, the
problem of padded-sorting is to place them in a sorted
order in an array of size ð1 þ lÞn; where l40 is called
the padding factor.

Lemma 2.2 (Hagerup and Raman [HR92]). The pro-
blem of padded-sorting can be solved in expected
Oðlogn=logkÞ time with nk processors in a CRCW
PRAM with high probability.

Lemma 2.3 (Brent [Bre74]). Let A be a parallel algo-
rithm that executes in time T and performs a total number
of W operations (each operation takes unit time). Then
the algorithm can be executed in time Oð I W=p m þ TÞ
using p processors.

The above lemma is referred to as Brent's slow down
lemma or simply the slow down lemma.

Lemma 2.4 (Gupta and Sen [GS97]). The convex hull of
n points in two dimensions can be constructed in
Oðlog h log log nÞ expected time and Oðn log hÞ opera-

tions with high probability in a CRCW PRAM model
where h is the number of points on the hull.

Lemma 2.5. The vector maxima of n vectors in two
dimensions can be computed in Oðlog h log log nÞ ex-
pected time and OðnloghÞ operations with high prob-
ability in a CRCW PRAM model where h is the number
of maximal vectors.

Proof. The result can be obtained using the techniques
used for the 2d-convex hulls in [GS97]. &

Lemma 2.6 (Sen [Sen97]). The vector maxima of
n vectors in two dimensions can be computed in
<5(log n=log kÞ time using nk CRCW processors.

3. Brief overview of the algorithm for convex hulls

The problem of constructing the convex hull of points
in three dimensions is well known to be equivalent to the
problem of finding the intersection of half-spaces. Here
we give an algorithm for the latter which implies a
solution for the former.

Let us denote the input set of half-spaces by S and
their intersection by PðSÞ : We construct the intersection
PðRÞ of a random sample R of r half-spaces and filter
out the redundant half-spaces, i.e. the half-spaces which
do not contribute to PðSÞ: Without loss of generality, we
can assume that the origin lies inside the intersection.
Take an arbitrary (fixed) plane T and partition each face
of PðRÞ into trapezoids using the translates of T that
pass through the vertices of the face. We further
partition trapezoids into triangles. The convex closure
of the origin O with a triangle from the cutting of the
faces defines a region which we call the cones. These
cones will be intersected by bounding planes of a
number of half-spaces that were not chosen in the
sample. We say that a half-space intersects a cone if its
bounding plane intersects the cone. We say that a half-
space conflicts with a cone if its bounding plane
intersects the cone. A cone is said to be critical if it
contains an output point. We delete the half-spaces
which do not intersect with any critical cone. The
procedure is repeated on the reduced problem.

To prove any interesting result we must determine
how quickly the problem size decreases. The random
sampling lemma in the next section show that for a large
sample ð4Oðh2ÞÞ the size of the problem decreases very
quickly.

4. Random sampling lemma

Let HðRÞ denote the set of cones induced by a sample
R and let H*{R) denote the set of critical cones. We will
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denote the set of half-spaces intersecting a cone
AHðRÞ by LðWÞ and its cardinality jLðWÞj by
lðWÞ: LðWÞ will also be referred to as the conflict list
of W and lðWÞ; its conflict size. We will use the
following results related to bounding the size of the
reduced problem.

Lemma 4.1 (Clarkson and Shor [CS89], Rajasekaran
and Sen [RS93]). For some suitable constant k and
large n;

Pr E
AHðRÞ

where the probability is taken over all possible choices of
the random sample R:

The above lemma gives a bound on the size of the
union of the conflict lists. The following gives a bound
on the maximum conflict size.

Lemma 4.2 (Clarkson and Shor [CS89], Haussler and
Welzl [HW87]). For some suitable constant k1 and
large n;

Pr max lð W Þ X k1 ðn=rÞ log r p1=4 ;
[AGH(R) J

where the probability is taken over all possible choices of
the random sample R such that jRj = r:

A sample is 'good' if it satisfies the properties of
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 simultaneously. Clearly, a sample is
'good' with probability at least ^. We can actually do
better as we show in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. We can find a sample R which satisfies both
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 simultaneously with high probability.
Moreover, this can be done in Oðlog rÞ time and Oðn log rÞ
work with high probability.

Proof. This is done using resampling and polling
technique of Reif and Sen [RS92]. For details see
Appendix A. &

Since \H*(R)\^h, a 'good' sample clearly satisfies the
following property also.

Lemma 4.4. For a 'good’ sample R;

Y^ /(A) = Oðnh log r=rÞ;

AeH*(R)

where jRj = r and H*(R) is the set of all cones that
contain at least one output point.

This will be used repeatedly in the analysis to estimate
the non-redundant half-spaces whenever hpr=logr:

The above Lemma can be generalized to any
configuration space with bounded valence. Let N be a
set of objects. A configuration space defined by N is
denoted by PðNÞ: A configuration aell(N) is defined
by the pair ðDðsÞ;LðsÞÞ where DðsÞ is the set of objects
in N defining s and LðsÞ is the set of objects in N
conflicting with s: LðsÞ is called the conflict list of s: We
denote the cardinality jLðsÞj by lðsÞ and call it the
conflict size. Let Pi ðNÞ denote the set of configurations
in PðNÞ with l(a) = i: Let R be a random subset of N:

Define a subspace PðRÞ as the set of configura-
tions aeJJ{N) with DðsÞDR and LðsÞ-R as the
conflict list. Then, P° ðRÞ is the set of configurations
in PðRÞ with LðsÞ-R = f: Then we have the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.5 (Ketan [Ket94]). For a configuration space
PðNÞ; for some suitable constant k and large n;

Pr E
aelf(R)

for some constant c41; where the probability is taken
over all possible choices of the random subset R:

Definition 4.1. A configuration space is said to have
bounded valence if the number of configurations
having the same set of defining objects is bounded
(constant).

Lemma 4.6 (Ketan [Ket94]). For a configuration space
PðNÞ with bounded valence, for some suitable constant k1
and large n;

Pr max lðsÞ X k1 ðn=rÞ log r
aen°(R)

for some constant c41; where the probability is taken
over all possible choices of the random subset R such that
\R\ = r.

5. Algorithm

We give below a general algorithm for both the
convex hull and the vector maxima problems. In the
later sections we describe how each step is carried out in
the context of a specific problem and then give a
combined analysis.

Let S be the input set of n objects. Objects are half-
spaces for the intersection of half-spaces or the convex
hull and they are vectors or points for the vector
maxima problem. The algorithm is iterative. Let ni

(respectively ri) denote the size of the problem (respec-
tively the sample size) at the ith iteration with n1 = n: A
typical iteration of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.
Repeat the procedure until r i 4n e (this condition
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Procedure Rand(i)

1. Use Resampling and Polling to choose a 'good' sample R of size ri = constant for i = 1 and

max{ri 2_1;h* i_1} for i > 1 where h*i is the maximum output size of the corresponding 2d problem

(dened later in Sections 6.2 and 7.3. The reason for including h*i_1 is also explained there).

2. Solve the problem on R.

3. Dene regions on the basis of the solution obtained in Step 2 — explained in Sections 3 and 7.1. Let

H(R) denote the set of regions induced by R. We say that an input object is redundant if it does not

contribute to the output. Filter out the redundant input as follows.

(a) i. For every input object find out the regions it conflicts with - the term conflict is defined in

Section 3 for convex hulls and in Section 7.1 for vector maxima.

ii. If the sum, taken over all the input objects, of the number of regions it conflicts with is O(n)

then continue else go to 1.

(b) Call a region critical if it contains an output. Denote the set of critical regions by H*(R). Find out

the set H*(R) — explained in Sections 6.2 and 7.3.

(c) Delete an input object if it does not belong to U^e^*(mL(A ).

4. The input for the next iteration is

ni+1 = \\JAeH*(JV>L(A)\- Increment i.

). Size of the reduced problem for the next iteration is

end.

Fig. 1.

guarantees that the sample size is never too big) or
ni o ne for some fixed e between 0 and 1. If ni o ne then
solve the problem directly else do one more iteration and
solve the problem directly.

5.1. Overview of analysis

Since ri o ne
; Step 2 can be done in constant time using

sublogarithmic time, super-linear number of processors
algorithm for the problem or by a brute force method.
Also, Step 3(a)i can be reduced to a point location
problem and hence can be done in Oðlog r,/log ^) time
with p processors. Steps 3(a)ii and 3(c) can be done by
applications of interval allocation and compaction
which can be done very fast by Lemma 2.1. The hard
part of the algorithm is Step 3(b). We shall discuss the
algorithm for the convex hull problem and the vector
maxima problem in three dimensions giving the details
of Step 3(b).

6. Convex hulls

In order to get a fast algorithm we must be able to
determine the intersections of the half-spaces with the
cones and determine the critical cones quickly.

6.1. Finding intersections quickly

To find the intersections of the bounding planes of the
half-spaces with the cones quickly we use the locus-

based scheme as described by Reif and Sen [RS92]. Reif
and Sen extended the preprocessing scheme for point
location due to Dobkin and Lipton. For our purpose,
their result can be restated as the following lemma:

Lemma 6.1. Given a set of m planes in E3
; it can be

preprocessed in Oðlogm=logk0Þ time using Oðm7k0Þ
processors, such that given an arbitrary query point with
k processors, the unique cell containing the point can be
reported in Oðlogm=logkÞ time. The space required is

For each of the cells in 3-space, we can precompute
the cones that the corresponding plane intersects by
choosing a representative point in each cell and testing it
against all the cones. We also store the number of
intersecting cones for each of the subdivisions.

We have the following result.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose we have a set Rofr half-spaces and
n processors. For r= OðneÞ; eo1=8;PðRÞ can be pre-
processed in constant time so that given any plane with k
processors we can report the list of cones it intersects in
Oðlogr=logkÞ time.

6.2. Finding the critical cones

Consider a cone C: Consider the intersection of PðSÞ
with bd(C), the boundary of C: This intersection
consists of three two-dimensional convex polygonal
chains called contours, one on each of the three faces of
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C that contain the origin O: We can construct the
contours using algorithm for two-dimensional convex
hulls. Note that all half-spaces contributing an edge to a
contour contribute a face to PðSÞ : Hence if h* denote the
maximum size of any contour over all the regions during
iteration i then h*^h 8 i: Unfortunately there may be

Fig. 2. The half-space defined by the vertices a; b; c contributes the
face abc to PðSÞ but does not show up in any of the contours.

half-spaces contributing a face to PðSÞ that do not show
up in the contours. Consider a half-space whose
bounding plane chops off a portion of the polytope
within a cone (see Fig. 2).

Now, if a cone C contains an output vertex
then clearly all the output vertices in C cannot be
contributed by half-spaces which do not contribute
an edge to a contour, i.e. at least one of the output
vertices in C is contributed by a half-space that
contributes an edge to a contour (in fact at least two
half-spaces that contribute a vertex to a contour) (see
Fig. 3). Thus it suffices to concentrate only on those
half-spaces each of which contributes a vertex to a
contour. Let p be a vertex on a contour of C: Let e be
the output edge defined by the two half-spaces
contributing the two edges defining p: Then e con-
tributes an output vertex in C if and only if it does not
contribute a vertex to any other contour of C: Let the
vertices of the contours be labelled by the two half-
spaces contributing the edges defining them. Sort the
vertices by their labels. A half-space contributes an
output vertex in C if and only if it defines a vertex (on a
contour) whose label appears exactly once (if a label
appears twice then the edge between the corresponding
two vertices does not contribute a vertex to C; for
example, the edge E in Fig. 3 does not contribute an
output vertex to the cone).

Lemma 6.3. In the ith iteration of the algorithm critical
cones can be determined in (5(log log nlog h*) time with
optimal work.

Fig. 3. a; b; c; d; e and f are all output vertices. a; b; c are contributed by the half-spaces each of which contributes a vertex to the contours. The
edge E does not contribute an output vertex to the cone.
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Fig. 4. A cone not containing any output vertex. The edges e1 ; e2 and
e3 are coplanar, say they lie in a plane P: Then, ei is the intersection of
P with the face Fi of the cone for i= 1 ;2 ;3 :

Proof. The time and work bounds for determining the
critical cones (Fig. 4) are dominated by those for
computing the 2d convex hulls. The result follows from
Lemma 2.4. &

7. Vector maxima

Let S be the set of input vectors. We pick up a
random sample R of the input vectors and compute
its maxima and define regions. We say that a
vector conflicts with a region if it can potentially
dominate the vectors in that region. Determine the
critical regions, i.e. the regions containing an output
vector, delete the vectors not conflicting with any critical
region and iterate on the reduced problem. As in the
case of convex hulls, in order to get a fast algorithm we
must be able to detect the vectors conflicting with a
region and the critical regions quickly. At first, we will
define the regions for the problem and then explain how
to find out the conflicting vectors and determine the
critical regions.

7.1. Define regions

In this section we describe how to define regions for
this problem and in the next section we explain how to
determine the critical regions. We will use the terms
vectors and points interchangeably. Let us first define a
configuration space over S and denote it by PðSÞ:

Consider the projection of all the points of S in the
yz plane. Also include the points at infinity on y
and z axes. Consider a triplet of points p1; p2 and
p3: Consider all possible rectangles formed by their y
and z coordinates ( 3 x 3 = 9Þ; for example rectangle
formed by the lines y = yðp1Þ;y = yðp2Þ;z = zðp1Þ and
z = zðp3Þ where yðpÞ and zðpÞ are the y and z
coordinates of a pointp : Consider a rectangle bounded
by the lines y = y1 ;y = y2; z = z1 and z = z2 with y1 oy2

and z1oz2 where y1;y2Afyðp1Þ; yðp2Þ; yðp3Þg and
z1;z2Afzðp1Þ;zðp2Þ;zðp3Þg: Let C be a rectangular
vertical strip defined by the rectangle above. That is, C
is a rectangular vertical strip bounded by the planes y =
y1;y = y2;z = z1 and z = z2 with y1 oy2 and z1 oz2:

We define a configuration s as a rectangular cylinder
fðx;y;zÞ : xXxðpÞ;y1pypy2;z1pzpz2g; where p is a
point of S in C and xðpÞ denote the x coordinate of p:

Thus each rectangular vertical strip defines a number of
configurations (as many as the number of points of S in
C), each differs from the other in at least one point i.e. p:

Thus DðsÞ consists of points defining the bounding
planes of s; i.e. the triplet p1; p2; p3 and p (also see
Fig. 5).

We say that a point in S conflicts with s if and only if
it can potentially dominate a point in s: Clearly a
constant (at most 9) number of configurations have the
same set of defining points (a point p may belong to all
the nine regions obtained by the rectangles defined
by the y and z coordinates of p1;p2;p3). Hence our
configuration space has bounded valence. Thus for a
randomly chosen sample R of S the sampling Lemmas
4.5 and 4.6 hold in this case also.

I , X

O

y

Fig. 5. The configuration s1 and s2 defined by R1 and R2; respectively,
have the defining sets D(ffi) = {pi,P2,P3,P*} a n d Dðs2Þ =
{p2,P3,P4,q*} where p* and q* are the points of R with maximum x-
coordinate in the rectangular vertical strip defined by the rectangles R1
and R2; respectively.
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Next we define a subspace of PðRÞ; denote it by
77* (R) and show that 77* (7?);= 77° (7?). Then, the results
of Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 hold for 77* ðRÞ also. We define
the configurations in 77*ðRÞ as follows: denote the vector
maxima of the random sample R by PðRÞ: Take the
projection of the vertices of PðRÞ on the yz plane. This
consists of layers of 2d-maxima on the yz plane as
shown in Fig. 5. Form rectangles by drawing perpendi-
culars, parallel to z-axis from a vertex in a layer to
adjacent layers or y-axis whichever is closer. Clearly a
point can contribute an edge to at most four rectangles.
Hence the number of rectangles is OðrÞ; where r is the
size of R: Notice that a rectangle in the yz plane is
defined by exactly three points (one on one layer of the
2d-maxima and two on the other). For rectangles
adjacent to y- or z-axis the third point may be a point
at infinity on y- or z-axis. Each rectangle so formed
defines a number of configurations in PðRÞ (as many as
the number of points of R in the rectangular vertical
strip defined by the rectangle).

Consider a rectangular vertical strip C defined by the
rectangle bounded by the lines y = y1; y = y2; z = z1
and z = z2 with y1oy2 and z1oz2 : That is, C is a
rectangular vertical strip bounded by the planes y =
y1; y = y2; z = z1 and z = z2 with y1 oy2 and z1 oz2:
Let/>* be a point of R in C with maximum x-coordinate.
We define a configuration sA77*ðRÞ as a rectangular
cylinder fðx;y;zÞ: x^x(p*),yi^y^y2,zi^z^z2}.
Thus DðsÞ is the set of points defining the bounding
planes of s (see Fig. 5). Thus 77* ðRÞ DPðRÞ: Clearly, the
set of points of R; conflicting with s ell* ðRÞ is empty,
i.e. L(cr)nR is empty. That is 77* (7?);= 77° (7?).

Each configuration sA77*ðRÞ defines a region which
we shall denote by F: There are OðrÞ regions.

7.2. Finding intersections

The regions that a point conflicts with can be
determined by using the locus-based scheme. That is,
the vertices of PðRÞ are sorted on x; y and z
coordinates. They define r3 cubes. Take a representative
point in each cube and move it around in the cube. The
set of regions it conflicts with can only change when it
crosses the boundary of the cube. Fig. 6 illustrates this in
dimension two. Hence for each cube one can precom-
pute the regions it conflicts with by taking a representa-
tive point in each cube and checking it against each
region. This can be done using r processors for each
cube. The preprocessing can be done in constant time
with r4 processors. Thus the regions that a point
conflicts with can then be determined by a binary
search. Hence we have the following lemma:

Lemma 7.1. Suppose we have a set R of r vectors and n
processors. For r= OðneÞ;eo1=4;PðRÞ can be prepro-
cessed in constant time so that given any vector with k

O x

Fig. 6. The shaded rectangle (a cube in three dimensions) is the locus
of points conflicting with the regions F1;F2;F3:

Fig. 7.

processors we can report the list of regions it conflicts with
in Oðlog r=log kÞ time.

7.3. Finding the critical regions

For each region F as defined in Section 7.1, define

5*1 ={(x,y,z): x^x(p*), yx

S2 = {(x,y,z): x^x(p*),

See Fig. 7. Clearly, a point in S conflicts with F if and
only if it is in

Claim 7.1. Consider the projection of points in S1 , S3 on
xy plane and compute their two-dimensional maxima.
Denote it by M1 : A point p in a region F is dominated by a
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point in S1 , S3 if and only if it is dominated on xy
coordinates by some vertex on M1 :

Proof. Let pAF is dominated on x;y coordinates by a
vertex p0 of M1: Then, since zðpÞpz2pzðp0Þ; p is
dominated by p0 in S 1 , S 3 :

Conversely, let pAF is dominated by a point
p* in S1 , S3: If projection of p* is on M1 then we
are through else there exists p0 A S1 , S3; whose projec-
tion is a vertex on M1; that dominates p* on x;y
coordinates, which implies p0 dominates p on x;y
coordinates. &

Claim 7.2. A vertex on M1 is an output vertex.

Proof. For this notice that a point in S3 can be
dominated only by points in S3 and a point in S1 can
be dominated only by points in S1 , S3: A vertex on M1
is not dominated on x;y coordinates by any point in
S1 , S3 and hence is an output vertex. &

Hence if h* denotes the maximum size of the 2d
maxima over all the regions during iteration i then
h*^h 8 i:

Lemma 7.2. Let M be a vector maxima of some points in
the xy plane. Let m be the number of points on M: Given a
point p in xy plane, whether it is dominated by a point on
M can be determined in Oðlogm=logkÞ time with k
processors.

Proof. Letp1 ;p2 y p m be the points on M in the order of
decreasing x coordinate. If xðpÞ4xðp1Þ then p is not
dominated by any point on M: Otherwise, find out
pi;piþ1 such that xðpiþ1Þ oxðpÞ pxðpiÞ by a binary search
on the x coordinates of the points on M: p is clearly
dominated by a point on M if and only if yðpÞpyðpiÞ:

Hence the result. &

Thus the points in F which are dominated by points in
S1 , S3 can be determined by a binary search on M1 :

Similarly, the points in F which are dominated by points
in S2 , S3 can be determined. If there is a point in F
which is not dominated by any point in S1 , S2 , S3 (it is
not necessarily an output point because it may be
dominated by some point in F) then F contains an
output point.

Lemma 7.3. In the ith iteration of the algorithm the
critical regions can be determined in (5(log log nlog h*)
time with Oðn log h*) work with high probability.

Proof. The time and work bound for determining the
critical regions are dominated by those for computing
the 2d vector maxima. The required bounds follow from
Lemma 2.5. &

8. Analysis

Assume that h = OðndÞ for some d between 0 and
1; for otherwise the problem can be solved in
OðP l°g riÞ = Oðl°g nÞ = Oðlog hÞ time with Oðn log hÞ
work.

Since ri = OðneÞ; eo 1 therefore Step 2 can be done in
constant time by a brute-force method followed by
sorting with ri2 processors. Step 3(a)i (finding conflicts)
can be done in Oðlog ri=log pÞ time usingp processors by
Lemma 6.2 for convex hulls and by Lemma 7.1 for
vector maxima. An application of semi-sorting then
gives us the set of input objects conflicting with a region
which can be done in Oðlog log nÞ time with linear work
by Lemma 2.1. Critical regions can be determined in
<5(log log n log h*) time and Oðn log h*) work by Lemma
6.3 for convex hulls and by Lemma 7.3 for vector
maxima. Redundant objects are deleted by an applica-
tion of compaction which can also be done in
OðloglognÞ time with linear work by Lemma 2.1. The
processor reallocation can also be done in the same
bounds by Lemma 2.1.

The time and work bounds for all the steps except
3(a)i are thus dominated by those for Step 3(b), i.e.
determining the critical regions. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5
the time for Step 3(b) over the entire algorithm can be
expressed as

XO <5(log log n log hi + V^ T2ðni;hÞ;

where l is the iteration in which the sample size 4 Oðh2Þ
for the first time and T2ðni;hÞ denotes the parallel time
for solving the two-dimensional problem with the
output-size h: By our choice of r i þ /z*<r,+i and also
riþ1Xr2

: Hence the first term of the summation can
be bounded by (5(loglog« P i o l logriþ2Þ which is
<5(log log n log hÞ (since the summation is a geometric
series with log h as the leading term). The second term
can be bounded by <5(log log2 n log hÞ as the summand
can be bounded by (5(log log n log hÞ and the maximum
number of iterations is Oðlog log nÞ : The work for this
step over the entire algorithm is

+ X O(nt log hÞ

where ni = <9(K,_I/2) for i

= 6(n\ogh).

By Brent' slow down lemma all steps except 3(a)i can
be in Oðlog log2 n log hÞ time with n=log log2 n proces-
sors. Strictly speaking, we must also add to this the time
for processor allocation but it has already been
accounted for in the previous calculations.
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Using Lemmas 6.2 and 7.1, the time for Step 3(a)i
with p = n=log log n processors is

E ni

The first term of the summation is bounded by
Oðlog log2 n log hÞ : The second term is bounded by
Oðloglog2nÞ since by Lemma 4.4, for i4l; we have

nt logr,- = O(n,_i log2 Ti/ri-i) = O(n,_i log2 r,-_i/r,-_i)

When n iop ; then
K; = O(rii-ih(logri-i)/ri-i) = 0(pn(logr,-_i)/r,-_i)

= O(v?vT/logr;-i) for z>/.

So Oðlog rj/log ^) above is constant. Thus the last term
of the summation is bounded by the maximum number
of iterations, i.e. by OðloglognÞ: The total time over all
the iterations is thus Oðloglog2 nloghÞ:

Time to solve the problem directly: Let the terminating
condition be satisfied in the tth iteration. If ntone;

then the problems can be solved in constant time
using a brute force method. Otherwise, if neortont

or neontort then we have the following: clearly,
rt-\<ne and rton2e

: Let e be o1=2: Then, we can
afford to do one more iteration within the same bounds.
Now, ntþ1 = Oðnthlogrt=rtÞ = Oðnthð2elognÞ =ne =
0{nx-&l2h). So, for 8^B/4, h = O(n^4) ^ nt+l is
0{nx~ElA) and hence the problems can be solved directly
in constant time.

We summarize our results in the following theorems.

Theorem 8.1. The convex hull of n points in three
dimensions can be constructed in Oðlog h log log n)
expected time and OðnloghÞ operations with high
probability in a CRCW PRAM model where h is the
number of points on the hull.

Theorem 8.2. The vector maxima of n points in three
dimensions can be constructed in Oðlog h log log2 nÞ
expected time and OðnloghÞ operations with high

probability in a CRCW PRAM model where h is the
number of points on the maxima.

9. Sublogarithmic algorithm for 3d maxima

In this section we present a sublogarithmic time
algorithm that achieves optimal speed-up (with respect
to the input-size only) and uses super-linear number of
processors for the vector maxima problem in three
dimensions.

9.1. Algorithm

Let S be the input set of n vectors. A sublogarithmic
time randomized algorithm to compute their maxima is
shown in Fig. 8.

9.2. Analysis

Assume the availability of nk processors. For c = 3;

the sample size r is ðnkÞ3 log n and the maxima of these
points can be computed in constant time using r2

processors by a brute-force method. Critical regions are
determined in Oðlog n=log kÞ time for point location
plus Oðlog n=log kÞ time for semi-sorting (using Lemma
2.2) plus Oðlog n=log kÞ time by Lemma 2.6 to compute
the 2d maxima and a binary (multiway) search on it.
Compaction (deletion of redundant points) can be done
in the required bounds using sorting. Thus if Tðn;mÞ
represents the parallel running time for the input size n
with m processors then

I 1
Tðn;nkÞ = Tðn=ðnkÞc;nk=ðnkÞcÞ þ alogn=logk

constants c and a are greater than 1: The solution of
this recurrence with appropriate stopping criterion
is Oðlog n=log kÞ by induction. Hence we have the
following.

Theorem 9.1. The three-dimensional vector maxima
problem can be solved in Oðlogn=logkÞ with nk
processors in a CRCW model, with high probability.

Algorithm 3D Max1(S)

1. Pick up a good sample R of size (nk)c logn, for some constant c > 1 which will be decided later.

2. Compute P(R).

3. Define regions as explained in Section 7.1. Denote the set of regions by H(R).

4. Determine the set H*(R) of critical regions and delete the redundant(dominated) points as explained in

Section 7.3.

5. If the size of a subproblem is O(log 'n) then solve directly else solve recursively.

end.

Fig. 8.
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Appendix A

Since the events of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 would fail
only with constant probability, the probability that the
conditions would fail in OðlognÞ independent trials is
less than 1=na for some a 4 0 : So we select Oðlog2nÞ
independent samples. One of them is 'good' with high
probability. However, to determine if a sample is 'good'
we will have to do Step 3(a)i log2 n times each of which
will take OðlogrÞ time with linear number of processors.
We cannot afford to do this. We use the technique called
polling given by Reif and Sen [RS92]. That is, we try to
estimate the number of half-planes intersecting a region
using only a fraction of the input half-planes.

Consider a sample Q: Check it against a randomly
chosen sample of size n=log3 n of the input half-planes
for the conditions of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. For every
region W defined by Q; let Að WÞ be the number of half-
planes of the n=log3 n sampled half-planes intersecting
with W and let Xð WÞ be the total number of half-planes
intersecting with W: Let Xð W Þ 4 c0log4n for some
constant d—the conditions of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 hold
trivially for the other case (for r o cn =log4 n for some
constant c; ðnlogrÞ=r4n=r4ð1=cÞ log4 n4ð1=cc0ÞXð WÞ
and PW Xð WÞ pc0rlog4 noc0cn). By using Cher-
noff s bounds for binomial random variables, L =
k1 Ð PWAðWÞlog3nÞ and U = k 2 ðP W AðWÞ log3 nÞ
are the lower and the upper bounds, respectively, for
X = PWX ð W Þ with high probability, for some
constants k1 and k2: For some constant k; accept
or reject a sample as shown in Step 2 of the
Procedure Poll ing. With high probability about
logn samples will be accepted. Clearly, PWA ðWÞ
pðk= k1Þn =log3 n for the accepted samples. Also, again
by using Chernoff’s bounds for binomial random
variables, L(A) = k01ðAðWÞ log3 nÞ and UðW =
k20ðAð WÞ log n) are the lower and the upper bounds,
respectively, for XðWÞ with high probability, for some
constants k10 and k20: For some constant k0; accept or
reject a sample as shown in Step 3 of the Procedure
Poll ing. If any region reports 'reject' the sample then
reject the sample. The Procedure Pol l ing works for r =
oðn =log4 nÞ:

Procedure Polling
1. Select O(log n) random samples independently.

Denote them by Q1; Q2y Qm; m = Oðlog2 nÞ:

2. For Qi; i = 1 to m do in parallel
(a) Reject the sample if L4kn ðXXL4kn) and

stop.
(b) Accept the sample if Upkn ðXp Upkn).
(c) If LpknpU then accept the sample

(X=knp U=L; which is a constant).
3. Let Q10;Q

0
2yQ0l denote the set of samples

accepted above. Then, l = Oðlog nÞ with high
probability.

For Qi
0; i = 1 to l do in parallel

For each A HðQ0
iÞ do in parallel

(a) Reject the sample if LðWÞ4 k0ðn=rÞ
xlogr ðXðWÞXLðWÞ4k0ðn=rÞ logr).
(b) Accept the sample if UðWÞp k0ðn=rÞ
xlogr ðXðWÞpUðWÞpk0ðn=rÞ logr).
(c) If Lð WÞ pk0ðn=rÞ log rpUð WÞ then
accept the sample.

(X{A)/k'{n/r) logr^ U{A)/L{A),
which is a constant)

end

For sample size r; the entire procedure runs in
OðlogrÞ steps using n processors after building a data-
structure for point location [RS92] of size rc in Oðlog rÞ
time, where c is a fixed constant (for a sample of size
OðneÞ; intersection of half-planes can be computed in
constant time, the region that a half-plane intersects can
be computed in OðlogrÞ time by Lemma 6.1 and an
application of semi-sorting gives the half-planes that a
region intersects in constant time by Lemma 2.1).
Ensuring that rcpn; gives us the required bounds. This
completes the proof.
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